For Immediate Release

Pickering: Net Neutrality Red Alert is a Wake-Up Call for
Red State Republicans
INCOMPAS Goes RED with New Videos for Net Neutrality Campaign
WASHINGTON, D.C. (May 9, 2018) – On Wednesday, an online ‘Red Alert’ campaign to support
Net Neutrality will kick off to coincide with the discharge of the Senate’s Congressional Review
Act (CRA) resolution to overturn the controversial Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
Order which ended two decades of bipartisan open internet policy.
INCOMPAS, the internet and competitive networks association, which represents a number of
streaming, edge and small fiber companies, will take part in the Red Alert campaign by releasing
two short videos on Twitter.
The videos highlight overwhelming Republican support for net neutrality, drawing attention to
several polls.
To WATCH the videos click here and here.
In addition to the videos, Chip Pickering, CEO of INCOMPAS released the following
statement:
“Net neutrality is America’s policy. This is an 80-20 issue, with conservatives across the nation
showing overwhelming support for strong open internet policies that help small, main street
businesses compete.
“The net neutrality red alert should be a wake-up call for red state Republicans. The GOP base,
especially younger conservatives, want strong net neutrality because it has launched a streaming
revolution and makes starting a business easier and less expensive.
“No one wants the internet to look more like cable. We urge Members of Congress to vote in
favor of the CRA, righting the FCC’s wrong, and working together to preserve bipartisan net
neutrality protections which ensure no blocking, no throttling, no paid prioritization and strong
interconnection policy that fosters streaming and cloud growth.”
###
About INCOMPAS
INCOMPAS, the internet and competitive networks association, is the leading trade group advocating for
competition policy across all networks. INCOMPAS represents Internet, streaming, communications and
technology companies large and small, advocating for laws and policies that promote competition,
innovation and economic development. Learn more at www.incompas.org or follow us on Twitter:
@INCOMPAS @ChipPickering.

